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A PROUD AFFILIATE OF

IN MEMORY OF THOSE WHO SERVED OUR MÉTIS CFS SYSTEM

OUR MÉTIS CFS SYSTEM MOURNS THE PASSING OF

THIS YEAR SOME OF
OUR MÉTIS CFS SYSTEM
FAMILY PASSED AND WE
DEVOTE THIS SPACE IN
OUR ANNUAL REPORT
TO HONOURING AND
REMEMBERING THEM
FOR THEIR DEDICATED
SERVICE TO OUR
CHILDREN, YOUTH AND
FAMILIES.

They will be
remembered
with great
fondness and
respect.
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Beryl Bouvette
PAST AUTHORITY BOARD ELDER ADVISOR

Beryl passed on December 10, 2019 at
the age of 86. She was an Authority
Board Elder for many years. Beryl was also
very well-known in the music industry
alongside her husband, Reg, in the “Road
House Band” and later with her family in
the “Knott Band”. Beryl, thank you for your
many years of service to children, youth
and families.

Sandy Campbell
MICHIF BOARD ELDER ADVISOR

Colin Francis Alexander “Sandy” Campbell,
from Kinosota, passed on April 18, 2020.
Sandy was an amazing singer and musician,
playing guitar, banjo and fiddle with the
“Campbell Brothers”, “Campbell Band”,
“One Night Stand”, “Michael Campbell
Band”, “Cameron Campbell Band” and “The
4 x 12s” to name a few. We are thankful that
Sandy made time to be a part of the Métis
CFS Governance System.

THANK YOU TO ALL STAFF AND BOARD MEMBERS WHO SERVE OUR AUTHORITY
STAFF*
Chief Executive Officer............................................................................... Billie Schibler
Chief Administration Officer..................................................................Cindy Monkman
Chief Quality Officer....................................................................Karla Hildebrand-Eden
Chief Communications Specialist........................................................George Kolomaya
Chief Human Resources Officer.................................................................... Kevin Young
Chief Financial Officer.....................................................................................Ken Taylor
Training Specialist.................................................................................... Robin Jackson
Service Specialist................................................................................... Leilani Buschau
Service Specialist..................................................................................Desirée Gillespie
Service Specialist...........................................................................................Kathy Cote
Service Specialist....................................................................................Caroline Corbin
Service Specialist......................................................................................John Anthony
Service Specialist.......................................................................................... Kirra Noble
Quality Assurance Specialist........................................................................... Tim Young
Service Analyst....................................................................................... Dianna Cadotte
Administrative Assistant (Service).............................................................. Denise Bloch
Capacity Development Officer ...................................................................Kelly Wozney
Director of Finance........................................................................................ Alam Khan
Comptroller.............................................................................................Rebecca Kozalk
Junior Finance Officer........................................................................... Brenda Kochalyk
Finance Clerk................................................................................................Diana Broek
Finance Clerk .................................................................................Stephanie Chartrand
Finance Clerk.........................................................Kelly Dejonckheere/ Catherine Ayson
Finance Clerk...........................................................................................Joyce Cabellero
Finance Clerk.....................................................................................Rolando San Pedro
Finance Clerk ..........................................................................................Fred Ducharme
Finance Clerk....................................................................................................Ivy Reyes
Finance Clerk.............................................................................................. Cheryl Smith
Finance Clerk ......................................................................................Heydy Hernandez
Finance Clerk ...............................................................................................Grace Wang

We would also like to thank our former Chairperson Rita Cullen.
Rita is a well-known and respected Métis Elder. We thank her
for 12 years of leadership and for her continued dedication to
children and families. We are pleased and honoured that Rita
remains with us as a board member.

Finance Clerk .............................................................................................Nitika Bansal
Manager of Building Operations...........................................................Danielle Richard
Manager, Information Technology................................................................... Kyle Reid
Network Technician..................................................................................Tristan Gabriel
Human Resources Manager......................... Allyson Wutke/ Corralie Smith-Champagne
Human Resources Manager....................................................... Heather Jaeb (Dauphin)
Human Resources Advisor ...................................................................Dione Truthwaite
Human Resources Advisor............................................................................Lauren Glen
Human Resources Advisor...............................................................Stephanie Bouchard
Human Resources Assistant..................................................................... Brian Gautron
Receptionist.................................................................................... Norma-Anne Zoppa

BOARD OF DIRECTORS*
Chairperson...............................................................................................Barbara Bruce
Vice Chairperson........................................................................................Barb Lavallee
Treasurer..................................................................................................Ron Chartrand
Secretary............................................................................................. Lorraine Laramee
Member.........................................................................................................Rita Cullen
Member......................................................................................................Marg Bagley
Member..................................................................................................Eleanor Welton
Member......................................................................................................Harry Tootoo
Ex-Officio/Minister.......................................................................................Mona Buors
Ex-Officio/ Associate Minister..............................................................JoAnne Remillard
Elder..............................................................................................................Reid Hartry
Elder................................................................................................ Mitch Bourbonniere

MÉTIS REPRESENTATIVES TO THE ALL NATIONS
COORDINATED RESPONSE NETWORK (ANCR)
BOARD OF DIRECTORS*
Rev. Tanis Kolisnyk and Nolin Turenne
* as on March 31, 2020

Thank you to Authority Board Vice-Chairperson Marc Boyer for
his valued service. Prior to serving on the Authority Board, Marc was
a board member for the Metis Child, Family and Community Services
Agency. Marc left our Board in February 2020 but the legacy of his
commitment toward the safety and well-being of our children continues.
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Our Vision

Strong and vibrant Métis and Inuit families with safe and healthy children.

Our Mission

Metis Child and Family Services Authority contributes to strong and
healthy Métis and Inuit families and communities through culture, values
and heritage supported through the wisdom of our Elders.

∞
∞
∞

Recognize the responsibility for decision-making stays with the family, extended
family and community whenever possible.
Provide community-based supports to our agencies that mirror the
needs of the children and families.

Recognize the importance of reflecting family values through our service delivery.

∞

Apply the wisdom of Elders to guide our decisions and service
practices that we know will impact future generations.

∞
∞
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Ensure daily practice is guided by asking ourselves
“Is It Good For The Children?”

Change the landscape and history of child welfare practices through
recognizing the importance of reconciliation, culture and family.

∞
∞

Our Guiding Principles

Respect and honour the diverse individuality of all people.

Support our agencies to build capacity within the original family unit
to care for and provide a safe environment for their children.

ABOUT OUR MÉTIS CFS SYSTEM
The Metis CFS Authority is a not-for-profit organization responsible for the administration and provision of
Child and Family Services by the two agencies under our jurisdiction. Our work is guided by asking ourselves

“Is It Good For The Children?”

The Authority is a proud affiliate of the Manitoba Metis Federation (MMF), which is our governing body.
The MMF appoints a Board of Directors who is responsible for overseeing the management of fiscal
resources and approving the development of policies.
The services currently mandated by the Authority include the Metis Child, Family and Community
Services Agency (MCFCS) and the Michif Child and Family Services Agency (MCFS), which includes
the Parkland Region’s Designated Intake Agency (DIA).
The Authority also hosts the Office of the CFS Standing Committee and, with the
three other Authorities, jointly oversees the Child and Family Services All Nations
Coordinated Response Network (ANCR) in providing intake services for Winnipeg
and surrounding areas.
MICHIF
AGENCY
Thompson

The Metis CFS Authority provides services in accordance with The Child and Family
Services Authorities Act, The Child and Family Services Act and The Adoptions Act.
The Metis Authority is responsible for:

The Pas

Swan
River
Dauphin

Brandon

We are also mandated by the Province to provide services for
Inuit children, youth and families.

METIS
AGENCY
Beausejour
Portage la
Prairie

Winnipeg

• Administering and providing for the delivery of child and family
services to all people requesting services whether they are
Métis, Inuit, or other cultural backgrounds who choose to
be served by the Metis Authority;
•	Monitoring the quality of services delivered by our mandated
agencies and ensuring that these services follow practices and
procedures in accordance with legislation and provincial standards;
Our main goal is to support our agencies’ practices in prevention work
with parents and extended family members through preservation and
reunification, while focusing on the safety and protection of children
and youth.
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MESSAGE FROM THE
PRESIDENT OF THE
MANITOBA METIS
FEDERATION, OUR
MANITOBA METIS
GOVERNMENT

The Métis Nation has always stressed the importance of family and kinship. Our Nation’s goal
is to maintain the kinship and family connections of our children. When families are together
our culture, ideals, and strengths are more likely to help this generation and provide a solid
foundation for future generations.
To support our Métis families and community, your democratically elected Manitoba Métis
Government has been working to develop Manitoba Métis laws in respect of child and family
services (CFS). The MMF has been entering into informal and formal discussions with the federal
government towards implementing An Act Respecting First Nation, Inuit, and Métis children, youth
and families (the “Act”), formerly known as Bill C-92, over the past year.
The Act is one step in the Canadian government’s effort toward the implementation of
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and recognizing the
unacceptable legacy left by colonial policies and practices. We applaud Prime Minister Trudeau’s
government for taking the initiative and making such major strides in Indigenous CFS.

David Chartrand
LL.D (HON), O.M.

In Manitoba we are in a unique position as we have the experience of leading our CFS for
decades under Provincial legislation. The Federal Act recognizes national principles as well
as our rights, jurisdiction, and authority in CFS and enables us to be able to set out the
applicable provisions of CFS in relation to our Métis children.
Through consultation with our community, participation of our staff, and engagement
with experts, we are now ready to draft and implement our own culturally appropriate laws
based on our traditional family practices and customs. Due to the pandemic we have had to
postpone consultations that were planned for this past March 2020 but rest assured, these
consultations will take place and help us get direction and feedback.
I would like to thank all staff and volunteers at our Metis Child and Family Services Authority.
You provide an essential service to our Métis children, youth, and families. I would also like to
thank the Authority’s Board of Directors and Chairperson Barbara Bruce for their continuing
hard work and exemplary leadership throughout these difficult past months.
The MMF values and will continue to support our Metis CFS workers and will continue to do so
after this pandemic. To assist our Metis Authority in helping our CFS workers be able to work
remotely, the MMF supplied the Authority with additional financial supports to purchase the
necessary IT and other provisions to make working from home an easy, safe, and secure transition.
Finally, I would like to commend our Minister of Metis Child and Family Services Mona Buors
and Associate Minister JoAnne Remillard for their leadership in championing our Manitoba
Métis vision for a better future.

Meeqwetch
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MESSAGE FROM THE MINISTER AND ASSOCIATE MINISTER
OF METIS CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
2020 has presented the Manitoba Metis
Federation (MMF) and Metis Child and Family
Services (CFS) Authority with unprecedented
challenges and unique opportunities.

Government, have continued to provide
seamless service to the children, youth, and
families who rely upon them to always
be there for them.

COVID-19 has tested the versatility and reaction
time of your Métis Government and the Métis
CFS System as a whole. Shortly after pandemic
protocols began being implemented in
Manitoba, the Métis were the first to announce
that we are extending our care for those who
will be aging out of care during the pandemic.

Along with my Associate Minister JoAnne
Remillard, I am pleased that the Authority
has been able to do so much during these
challenging times.

Along with the rest of the MMF, our CFS staff
also began working remotely with the financial
assistance provided by the MMF. I am proud
of our Métis Government and our CFS Service
Providers of this swift transition that benefits
the health and safety of our Citizens.
While handling the challenges of COVID-19, our
Métis Government has been working hard
on behalf of our Métis CFS System and all
Métis Citizens to maximize the opportunities
presented by the Federal Government’s An Act
respecting First Nations, Inuit and Métis children,
youth and families.
The MMF, with the support of the Metis CFS
Authority and agencies, have been one of
the pioneers on the implementation of the
Federal Act. Not only was the MMF one of the
first to declare that we are the Indigenous
Governing Body under the Act, we were also
one of the first to submit our draft laws and
enter into discussions with Canada regarding
Coordination Agreements.
Through hard work and creativity the Authority
and its agencies, with the support of our Métis

We commend the Chief Executive Officer
of the Metis CFS Authority, Billie Schibler,
as well as every Metis CFS Authority staff
member who has worked with dedication,
professionalism, courage, and passion to
ensure that our children, youth, and families
are not only safe, but receiving the necessary
supports in overcoming their challenges
and improving their lives.

Mona Buors
MINISTER OF MÉTIS CFS

We would also like to thank the Metis CFS
Authority Chairperson Barbara Bruce and
all Board of Directors for their advocacy,
dedication, and leadership to support and
guide the work of our Authority with Métis
families and ensure our practices reflect the
culture and traditions of the Métis Nation.
Lastly, we would like to thank President David
Chartrand and all MMF staff for their support
during these uncertain times. Without the
support of President Chartrand and your
Manitoba Métis Government, none of this
would be possible.
Let us move forward together with pride in
what we have achieved and with confidence
that this is just the beginning of what we can
accomplish for our families and communities.

JoAnne Remillard
ASSOCIATE MINISTER
OF MÉTIS CFS
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MESSAGE FROM THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS CHAIRPERSON
OF THE METIS CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES AUTHORITY
As the new Chairperson of the Metis Child & Family Services Authority Board of Directors, it
is my honour to recognize the many who have contributed to my knowledge and education
of Metis Child and Family Services. One year ago, I was asked to assume the position of
Chairperson of the Authority and I accepted with enthusiasm and interest.
In the past several months, we have all been dealing with unprecedented times, adjusting to
life in the midst of a global pandemic, COVID-19. This has not been easy for any of us and it
has compelled us to work, communicate and deal with challenges in creative ways. On behalf
of the Board of Directors, I would like to acknowledge management, staff and, especially,
front line workers who have worked through difficult times and situations with the utmost
commitment. We thank you for your service to our children, youth and families.

Barbara Bruce
CHAIRPERSON

It is also a significant time to be Chair of the Authority Board as there have been significant
changes both federally and provincially, which impact our service delivery. Provincially, we
have seen a shift to Single Envelope Funding. Federally, we welcomed An Act respecting
First Nations, Inuit and Métis children, youth and families, which was passed January 1, 2020.
The Act affirms jurisdiction for our Métis children, youth and families. The Manitoba Metis
Federation, our Métis government, is the Indigenous Governing Body of the Métis Child and
Family Services, and therefore the Board of Directors acknowledges that changes will be
forthcoming, sooner rather than later. As a Board, we take our responsibilities seriously and
will move forward with a strong commitment to meet the changes with the same intent.
On behalf of the Board of Directors of the Authority, we acknowledge the Elders who guide and
provide wisdom. We acknowledge President David Chartrand, his Cabinet and our Minister,
Mona Buors and Associate Minister, JoAnne Remillard, for their undeniable support, guidance
and direction. We acknowledge and thank the two agency boards, management and staff
for their hard work and dedication to Metis Child and Family Services. Further, the Authority
Board of Directors would like to express their gratitude to the CEO, management and staff
of the Authority for their unwavering commitment to the agencies and Authority and, most
importantly, to the children, youth and families for whom we care.
It is an honour for me to work with all my colleagues on the Board of Directors. Each and
every one of them brings individual skills, knowledge and experience to the board and I
can’t express how grateful I am to each of them.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, I especially acknowledge the children, youth and families
who we are here to serve. We will continue to do everything in our power to make it a bit easier
for them and to ensure that children and youth in need are well taken care of. Most importantly,
we must continue to ask ourselves in everything that we do “Is It Good For The Children?”
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
I am honoured to present our Annual Report
for the 2019-2020 fiscal year.
On January 1st, 2020 An Act respecting First
Nations, Inuit and Métis children, youth and
families (the Act) became law. This Federal
Act set the stage as a template for what we
as Indigenous people wish to see for Child
Welfare – a service system governed and
delivered by our own people that supports,
strengthens and preserves our families,
while keeping our children safe within their
families wherever possible.
We are reminded that Legislation is just
words until it is put into action. But what do
the actions of this Legislation look like? As the
Metis CFS Authority for Manitoba, we and our
agencies have Vision and Mission Statements,
and we reference our cultural values. But how
does that translate into practice?
Over the last few years, most social
services have been focused on their
commitment toward creating Reconciliation
Statements. These statements reflect
their efforts to acknowledge and address
the recommendations from the Truth
& Reconciliation Commission’s Report.
However, we too should accept that Child
Welfare is not exempt from this responsibility.
We too must acknowledge the entrenched
trauma that child welfare practices in
Canada have historically inflicted on our
families. Our commitment through this
new Legislation is to help our families and
individuals successfully reconcile and heal
from those generational wounds. In order

to help our families become the strong,
healthy cornerstones of our communities,
we must restore a proud and vibrant legacy
for the future generations of our Metis and
Inuit Nations through the services that we
provide. It is essential that we never again
practice Child Welfare in this province
without a full recognition of the importance
of preserving the identity, beauty and
strength of our cultures.
We need to be certain that we do not
become complacent in the work that lies
ahead. Our commitment toward quality
assurance is more pronounced than ever as
we review and alter our practices, if necessary,
to truly reflect a strength-based focus. We
must ensure that our services instill HOPE in
the lives of the families we serve.

Billie Schibler
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

I am proud to say that our Metis and
Michif agencies have been working from
this practice-base well before the Federal
Legislation was even talked about. I
commend our agencies’ Executive Directors
and staff for their endless hard work and
commitment. I want to thank our Authority
staff and management for their continued
vision toward service excellence. I wish
to acknowledge with gratitude our Métis
Government and Boards of Directors for
their support and strong leadership.
I look forward to the many opportunities
and changes in the upcoming years
that remind us to ask, “Is It Good For The
Children?” Miigwetch for the privilege of
being a part of history as we pave the way
toward this exciting transformation.
2018-2019 ANNUAL REPORT |
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YEAR-IN-REVIEW

2019-20
HAS RECONCILIATION
ARRIVED?

THIS HAS BEEN A FISCAL YEAR THAT HAS SEEN THE POTENTIAL FOR TREMENDOUS CHANGE
IN CHILD WELFARE IN MANITOBA AND CANADA.
THE FEDERAL CHILD WELFARE
LEGISLATION
We then greeted 2020 with even greater enthusiasm
when the federal Bill C-92 became An Act respecting
First Nations, Inuit and Métis children, youth and families
on January 1, 2020. It opened a door that had always
been closed to Indigenous Peoples; one where we,
as the Métis Nation, could finally begin to choose
our own solutions, create our own legislation and
deliver services according to our culture and customs
for our children and families. The Act is a full-fledged
commitment from Canada to Indigenous Peoples
and holds great significance to our Métis people; one
where the context is of two governments working
together to find ways to improve outcomes for our
Métis children, youth and families.
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SINGLE ENVELOPE FUNDING
We entered this year welcoming the opportunities presented
by Single Envelope Funding (SEF) from the Province as it could
provide greater flexibility for our Authority and agencies to
allocate funds in ways that better fit our Métis vision and
objectives for the future. At the same time, there remain
unanswered questions as to how SEF will work.
Who will hold the responsibility when circumstances beyond
our Authority’s control such as new Provincial Directives
or unanticipated events like the COVID-19 pandemic
dramatically alter the focus of our financial strategy?
Where will additional funds come from when the necessity
of addressing unforeseen priorities critically move us toward
an immediate response, regardless of financial cost, in order
to ensure that lives are not lost and the safety of everyone
is not compromised?

MOVING FORWARD...
There are so many things to consider and so
much change that must still be accomplished.
Having risen above several obstacles over this
past fiscal year, we have great confidence that
our Métis CFS System has the strength, fortitude
and skills to build upon this important child
welfare work. We will continue our journey
of always looking for better ways to deliver
services that yield the best outcomes for
our families.

JOINING US TO HELP LEAD THE WAY IN THIS HISTORIC ERA
We welcomed Barbara Bruce as our new Chairperson for
the Metis CFS Authority in August 2019. Barbara is a Member of
the Order of Manitoba and brings with her a wealth of experience
to her role and has been in leading roles nationally in Truth and
Reconciliation, economics and business.

Barbara Bruce

We welcomed Kevin Young as our new Chief Human Resources
Officer in July 2019. Kevin has already made many improvements
and efficiencies to our HR procedures and processes that are
creating positive change across our Métis CFS System.
We also welcomed Ken Taylor who became our Authority’s
Chief Financial Officer in December 2019. Ken brings decades
of senior executive management experience in the provincial
government, child welfare and private sectors.

Kevin Young

Ken Taylor
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CREATING A UNIFIED VISION, STRATEGIC PRIORITIES
AND A FIVE YEAR PLAN FOR MÉTIS CFS
Within two weeks of An Act respecting First Nations, Inuit and Métis children, youth and families becoming federal law,
the executive management of our Metis CFS Authority and our two agencies, Metis Child, Family and Community
Services and Michif Child and Family Services met for a week of strategic planning. We worked together to
ensure our Métis CFS System is moving forward into this new era in an efficient and unified way by assessing the
challenges and opportunities that exist for our child welfare service delivery in this unprecedented time.
We documented our strengths, potential obstacles, goals, barriers, strategic priorities and plans that could guide
us to the greatest success in this time of immense change and opportunity. We were pleased to find our three
organizations very aligned in our goals, priorities and visions for the future, positioning us well to move forward
unified and strong.
Our deliberations, hard work and unified goals would become the foundation of a five-year Métis CFS Strategic Plan
created for our Métis Government in May, 2020. The plan is reflective of the promising future that is coming with
the new Federal Child and Family Services Legislation and our steady movement
towards the self-governance of child welfare by Métis people. It also reflects the
direction we want to take Métis Child and Family Services as we gain greater autonomy.
d
The plan is centred on our five strategic priorities:
•

Strengthen our Métis families in the areas of prevention, preservation,
protection, customary care and kinship/guardianship subsidy

Metis Child an
Family Services
Authority 5 Year
Strategic Plan

•	Reduce the number of children in care with better outcomes for children
and youth leaving our care, including reunification supports and/or
independence supports
•	Support our Métis Government in the implementation of
An Act respecting First Nations, Inuit and Métis
children, youth and families
•	Work toward adequate funding to provide
Métis strength-based practice
•

Improve information systems and data sharing

We look forward to meeting this new era
confidently and with purpose on behalf of
our Métis children, youth and families.
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A proud Affiliate

of

HIGHLIGHTS

OF FISCAL YEAR

2019-20

We provided the opportunity for a youth who had transitioned out of agency care to
attend before the Senate Committee in Ottawa to speak of his experiences as a young
person who had been part of our Métis CFS System so that his recommendations
for the federal legislation could be heard.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS
MUCH WORK CONTINUES TO BE DONE ON OUR STRATEGIC
PRIORITY TO IMPROVE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, DATA SHARING
AND PROVIDE GREATER MOBILITY FOR OUR WORKERS.
Zoom Rooms and Video Conferencing
The Spring of 2019 saw the commencement of major technology developments
for the Authority and its agencies. Zoom officially arrived! It allows us to video
conference, conduct online meetings and training, screen-share and group message.
Since implementation, Zoom Room video conferencing facilities have been installed in
almost all of our offices. Staff can now meet with other staff and management throughout
our province-wide system, as well as with other colleagues and with the children, youth and
families that we serve. Zoom will save our Métis CFS System thousands of dollars annually
in travel costs such as mileage, hotels and per diems. This is especially beneficial to our
Michif Agency due to its large geographic service area, covering approximately 3/4 of the
province. Their travel costs have already been reduced by 50%.

More Mobility for Workers
All case carrying workers and most shelter staff began trading land lines for cell phones.
Desktop computers are being replaced by laptops so that workers can enter data while
in the field working with children, youth and families rather than being confined to
record notes at their desks in the office. This is also enabling workers to have video
contact with youth and families through social media platforms while social distancing.
We acknowledge once again that this was made possible by a generous contribution
from our Manitoba Métis Government.

Work Began on a New Case Management System Specific to Metis CFS
We also started actively working with a company in the Spring of 2020 to create new
CFS case management technology exclusively for our Métis CFS System. Named Michif
Kashkihtaaw, it will be an alternative to our Métis CFS use of the current outdated
provincial CFS Information System (commonly referred to as CFSIS). The new system
will allow us to gather data and run improved reports independent from the Province.
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Owning and controlling our own Métis-specific CFS information is an important
step in self-government. It will also link with our Finance team so that information
specific to payments for caregivers and invoices for service providers can be shared
and entered electronically to save paperwork and data entry duplication. This will
make it possible to cut duplication of efforts and the consumption of paper by
about 50%. We anticipate launching the new case management system before the
end of 2020. When completed it will be one of the most modern, sophisticated
CFS information system in the province and one of the best in Canada.

KASHKIHTAAW IS A MICHIF LANGUAGE WORD
The word can mean that he or she can, is capable
and/or succeeds. The name was gifted to us by
the Elder Advisors of our Métis CFS Boards and we
deeply thank them for this name that was given
with pride and wisdom. It is especially fitting for
these times as we embark on a new era of greater
promise and opportunity for our Métis children and
families to be able, to be capable and to succeed.

Michif Kashkihtaaw also evokes messages of
stewardship and a commitment and responsibility
to watch over with care, which represents the very
essence and intention of our work with children,
youth and families. At the same time, the name
reminds us that as Métis citizens, we have the right to
watch over our own information about the children
and families we serve in our Métis CFS System.

Metis Authority Issued a Directive to Its Agencies to Continue Support
to Youth Aging Out of Care During the Pandemic
When COVID-19 hit Manitoba we were very concerned about what could happen to youth
in our care who would be reaching the age of majority and exiting the CFS system during a
pandemic. Section 50(2) of Manitoba’s Child and Family Services Act prohibits support for
youth beyond the age of 21 years.
Our Metis CFS Authority and its agencies live and work by always asking ourselves “Is It Good
For The Children?” When no decision was forthcoming from provincial CFS leadership, our
Metis CFS Authority CEO, Billie Schibler, made the decision to issue a Directive to our agencies
on April 1, 2020. The decision was to support youth who were aging out of our Métis CFS System
even if it meant contravening the legislation. We were the first CFS organization in Manitoba
to do so. We deemed the measure necessary to safeguard young people who were especially
vulnerable during COVID-19. We could not send our young adults out the door without supports
during the COVID-19 Pandemic.
The Directive reads: “During the COVID-19 Pandemic, all youth who will be turning 18 (despite
their legal status – Permanent, Temporary or on a Voluntary Placement Agreement) or who are
currently on an Agreement with Young Adults (AYA) and are turning 21, will continue to receive
financial support from the Metis Child and Family Services System should they choose continued
support of the agencies.”
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CAREGIVER RECRUITMENT VIDEOS LAUNCHED
The Metis CFS Authority premiered its series of Caregiver Recruitment Videos to about
3,000 Métis Citizens gathered at the Manitoba Metis Federation’s Annual General Assembly
at Assiniboia Downs in September 2019.
Words used to describe people’s reactions to the video were “Captivating”, “Real”, “Very
moving”, “It put a face to Caregiving”, “Everything went quiet when the videos were played”,
“There was hardly a dry eye in the house”.
We focused on three recruitment areas that are most needed:
•	
Kinship Care – families looking after family;
•

C
 ommunity Caregivers - trusted people in the community known to
the children which allows them to remain in their community, and

•	
LIFE (Live-In Family Enhancement) Caregivers - families who open their
homes and hearts to foster and mentor a parent/parents and their children.
Their role is to help the parents gain better parenting and life skills while
providing a safe environment for the children.

THE
IMPORTANCE
OF CULTURE
AND
IDENTITY

S.C. 2019, c.

The Uni
Declaration ted Nations
on the
of Indigenous Rights
Peoples
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National Huma

WE NEED OUR
CITIZENS TO COME
FORWARD AND OPEN
THEIR HOMES TO
OUR CHILDREN

n Rights Institu

tions

The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, The United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child, The Truth and Reconciliation Commission Calls
to Action, and An Act respecting First Nations, Inuit and Métis children, youth and families
all recognize the importance of culture and that the preservation of culture is an
integral part of a child’s identity and sense of belonging.
The need to keep our children connected to their identity when they are unable
to remain in their family home for safety reasons is reliant on family and community
caregivers who can offer this support.
Only about 1/3 of our children are currently in culturally appropriate and/or kinship homes.
Our goal is to recruit many more Métis Citizens to become caregivers for our Métis children and
youth in care. We need our citizens to come forward and open their homes to our children.
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ENGAGING YOUNG PEOPLE THROUGH MUSIC
TO FIND THEIR VOICE
Our Metis CFS Authority was pleased to facilitate the opportunity for youth from
Manitoba’s CFS system to attend The Robb Nash Project’s concert in November 2019
at the Burton Cummings Theatre in Winnipeg. Robb engages youth through the power
of music and storytelling to address topics related to mental health such as depression,
anxiety, self-harm, addictions, bullying and suicidal ideation. Rob’s message of hope,
“Just For Today”, has seen success in carrying youth forward from a bleak time to the
promise of a brighter tomorrow.
Afterwards Metis CFS Authority CEO Billie Schibler and Robb Nash led a sharing circle with
18 youth, including some involved with our Métis and Michif agencies. The circle provided
a chance for these young people to talk about what they could do to provide hope
and a healthier well-being for other young people in their communities. The stories of
resilience shared by these youth provided peer support and vision for strong and healthy
communities. It was inspiring that these youth have the wisdom and potential to guide
change for their peers and their communities as tomorrow’s leaders.
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LE TRAVAIL POUR NOTRE PLAN
STRATÉGIQUE QUINQUENNAL DES
SERVICES EN FRANÇAIS SE POURSUIT

WORK CONTINUES ON OUR
FIVE YEAR FRENCH LANGUAGE
SERVICES PLAN

Notre administration continue de travailler pour
sensibiliser davantage notre personnel à nos
obligations en vertu du Règlement sur les services
en français du gouvernement du Manitoba et
pour évaluer nos capacités, forces, défis et
ressources actuels en français. Nous avons
également commencé à traduire certains
de nos documents en français.

Our Authority continues to work on creating
more staff awareness across our system of our
obligations under the Manitoba Government
French Language Services Regulation and
toward assessing our current French language
capabilities, strengths, challenges and
resources. We also began to translate some of
our documents into French.

HELPING YOUTH AND FAMILIES AT CHRISTMAS
Annual Art Raffle Raises More than $2,700 to Help Make Christmas
Brighter for Métis CFS Youth Who are Working Hard to Live Independently.
For the fifth year in a row, our Authority sold raffle tickets at the MMF Annual General
Assembly (AGA) for a print of the cover of our Authority’s annual report by talented Métis
artist Nicole LeClair. This year, we raised more than $1350. Also for the fifth year in a row,
MMF generously matched the amount. The winner was Eleanor Welton, our Authority
Board Member who was at the AGA representing the MMF Thompson Region.
We thank the Manitoba Metis Federation and all the people who bought tickets for
their generosity in supporting the raffle. The money raised is used to buy gift cards at
Christmas for young adults who are beginning the journey to live independently and
who have few resources and supports around them during the holidays.

Hampers and Holiday Events
Our Authority and both agencies are also very active in creating and donating
hampers for our families who are in need during the holidays. The agencies
also do a beautiful job in hosting holiday events for their children and families.
We are very proud of the huge effort we put into these activities without fail
each and every year.

g

n
n with Painti
Eleanor Weltoole LeClair
by Nic
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YEARS OF SERVICE RECOGNITION

AWARDS &

RECOGNITION

YEARS OF
SERVICE
Caroline Corbin

AT OUR TEAM DAY
IN THE SUMMER
OF 2019, THE
AUTHORITY
PAID TRIBUTE
TO STAFF WHO
WERE CELEBRATING
MILESTONE YEARS
OF SERVICE DURING
THE FISCAL YEAR.

Heydy Hernandez

Tristan Gabriel

YEARS OF
SERVICE
Grace Wang

Denise Bloch

icated service.
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d
r
u
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r
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u
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k
Than
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COMPLIANCE AWARDS
THIS YEAR’S COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATES OF RECOGNITION WERE EARNED
BY VANESSA PICCA ‘S WINNIPEG-BASED TEAM AT METIS CHILD, FAMILY AND
COMMUNITY SERVICES AND MICHIF CFS AGENCY’S TEAM IN BRANDON, LED
BY JARED FOLKERTS.
The certificate recognizes a service team at each agency with the highest standard of
compliance in funding criteria, digital photos, and face to face contact, while maintaining
the lowest number of Waiting Closure files for the fiscal year.
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LOOKING

AHEAD
- INTO THE -

2020-21
FISCAL YEAR

As we write this report, we are working alongside the MMF Departments and Affiliates toward a new service
environment that must also accommodate the many changes realized by the COVID-19 Pandemic. While we
are forced to social distance, these challenges have brought us closer together in other ways.
With Provincial Single Envelope Funding in effect, we remain uninformed about how, when and if we will
receive additional financial support from the Province. Under the new funding model, will we be recognized
for the massive, unexpected costs of remaining operational during the pandemic, as an Essential Service to
our families? While Single Envelope Funding was intended to give Indigenous Child Welfare Authorities and
their agencies the right to decide how funding would be spent, there were never provisions for unanticipated
occasions such as a pandemic, disaster, or events outside of the control of our Métis CFS System. The year 2020
will be a huge test of how the new funding system will function moving forward.
Despite the obvious setbacks that accompanied COVID-19, we continue to develop and expand our innovative
programs that speak to the spirit of Truth and Reconciliation; that give families a greater voice in decisionmaking; that work to help them heal from traumas that have come through the generations; that give them
hope that their lives can be better; that have greater opportunity to keep parents and children together,
connected to extended family and community; that help them have renewed pride in their culture and identity.
We welcome our new relationship with the Federal Government specific to Child Welfare services.
We look forward to our continued collaboration with our Métis Government Departments and Affiliates.
Together, we remain strong and united for our Métis Nation.
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EDUCATION
& TRAINING
This was the Metis CFS Authority’s
best year ever in terms of the
number of trainings and our
ability to keep costs down.
This year we had 135 more
attendees, while spending
$25,688 less than the year before,
due to the use of technology
such as Zoom. This fiscal year,
we provided education and
training opportunities to 1178
participants, which included,
but was not limited to, staff, care
providers, board members and
collaterals. Training is based on
the trends taking place in child
welfare.
† Formerly Differential Response
* External Training, Workshops
and Conferences

TRAINING THEME
Addictions
Administrative Support & Communications

85
9

Attachment

5

Child and Youth Support

15

Crisis Prevention/Intervention/Postvention

185

Critical Incident Stress Management

60

Domestic Violence

23

Family Enhancement †

39

Gang Awareness

6

Health and Safety

315

Investigating Child Abuse

76

Legislation

TUITION WAIVERS
This fiscal year, eight young people (Youth in
Care or Youth formerly in Care) were approved for
Tuition Waivers. Three were accepted at Red River
College, two were for the University of Winnipeg
and one each at Assiniboine Community College,
the Manitoba Institute of Trades and Technology
and Brandon University.
POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION
Assiniboine Community College

1

Red River College

3

5

Brandon University

1

Métis Cultural Awareness

77

University of Winnipeg

2

Orientation to the CFS System

63

Suicide Intervention/ Prevention

74

The Manitoba Institute of Trades and
Technology

1

Standards

63

TOTAL

8

Strengthening Relationships

2

Trauma
Other*

67
9

TOTAL

1,178
President’s Office 1%

INTAKE – INQUIRIES
AND CONCERNS
We had 265 inquiries come into our
Authority this year. Half of these
were fairly simple information
requests. Our Authority Intake staff
work with the callers who have
service concerns to help resolve
them. Our role is to ensure that
people’s voices are heard, that
they are treated fairly, that they
understand why decisions are
made, and that they know we
will advocate for them with our
agencies if we feel a better solution
is possible. Many of these matters
were easy to resolve, yet some of
them can become fairly complex.

2019-2020

MMF Minister CFS 2%
Missing Child
Notification 2%
Media 4%

MMF Dept 5%

Foster
Parent
5%
Issue
44%

INTAKE
TYPE

Inquiry
50%

Family
Member
9%

Kinship
Caregiver
1%

Other
6%

Dept of
Families
9%

SOURCE OF
INTAKES
Parent
16%

Community
18%
Other CFS
Agencies
11%

Metis Authority
Internal 3%
Other CFS
Authorites 2%

School 2%
Hospital/
Clinic 1%

Provincial Minister
4%
Other Govt
Dept/Current
CIC*/Former
CIC*/Law
Enforcement/
FN* Family
Advocate
2%
Manitoba
Advocate
1%
Collateral
Service
Provider
2%
*C
 IC = Child in Care;
FN = First Nations
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TOTAL NUMBER OF CASES
At March 31, 2020, the Métis CFS System was servicing a total of 2070 cases. It is
important to understand that throughout the 2019-20 fiscal year, a total of 2833
cases were served. This number represents cases that were open and closed,
reunifications that took place, young adults exiting the CFS System, and brief
service interventions. Of the 2070 cases serviced by our Metis Child and Family
Services agencies on March 31, 2020, Metis Child, Family & Community Services
Agency had 1500 cases and Michif Child and Family Services Agency had 570.

1634

1199
1260

810

CIC & AYA
FAMILY S
ERVICE

March 31, 2020
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Total for Year

SERVICES TO CHILDREN
1182

1159

1110

85

109
40

93
30

3

2015-2016

1131*

88
17

1

2016-2017

Children
in Care

1134

2017-2018

92
36

2

3

2018-2019

In Process of
Reunification

AYA

36

1

2019-2020
Supervised
Adoptions

*Children in Care number (1131) is not reflective of all the children and youth served. Supervised
adoptions and reunifications are not legally considered “in care”. The combined number of
children being served by our system is 1168 with an additional 92 young adults (AYAs).

FAMILY SERVICE FILES
778

720

752
654

648
Protection

VFS
87

118

87 71

82 72

80 75

84 78
FE

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020
2016-2017 ANNUAL
ANNUAL REPORT
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TERMS OF LEGAL STATUS
• BEFORE THE COURT:

A further legal order is being sought as the agency is uncertain
that the child(ren) will not be in need of protection if returned
home, or when parents need additional time to complete the
requirements of the case plan outlined by the agency.

• PERMANENT WARD (PW):

Refers to a child who is under the permanent guardianship
of a child and family services agency. The guardianship rights
of the child’s parents or guardians have been terminated.
However, the parents can re-apply to have the Permanent
Order rescinded providing they have made significant
improvements to mitigate the safety risks to their children
and provided that the children have not been adopted.

CULTURAL BACKGROUND OF CHILDREN AND YOUTH
IN CARE OF OUR SYSTEM
The total number of Children in Care at the end of the fiscal year was 1131.

CULTURAL
BACKGROUND
OF CHILDREN
AND YOUTH IN
CARE OF OUR
SYSTEM

1200

Inuit 17

1000

Status 89
Non-Indigenous 75
Non-Status 62

800
600

• TRANSITIONAL PLANNING (TP):

When all children in care reach 15 years of age, a detailed
transition “out of care” plan is to be outlined by the agency.
This provides the agency a period of time until the youth
reaches the Age of Majority to help prepare them towards
independence.

Métis
888

400
200

• TEMPORARY WARD (TW):

Refers to a child who is under the temporary guardianship of
a child and family services agency. Most Temporary Orders are
granted through three months, six months, or one year orders.

0

• UNDER APPREHENSION:

An agency has apprehended a child who they believe to be
in need of protection. This is the point of first entrance into
the child welfare system and the child’s legal status remains
“under apprehension” until a petition for an order is filed, or
a service agreement is signed, or the child is returned back
to their family.

• VOLUNTARY PLACEMENT AGREEMENT (VPA):

The Child and Family Services Act provides for a parent,
guardian or other person who has actual care and control of
a child to enter into a voluntary agreement with an agency
for the placing of a child into care without a transfer of
guardianship.

• VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF
GUARDIANSHIP (VSG):

A parent can voluntarily sign over permanent guardianship
of their child to a child and family services agency. This may
happen in instances such as when a parent wishes to place
their child for adoption or if a parent feels that they are
unable to provide ongoing care for their child despite any
supports that may be offered. A VSG agreement terminates
the rights and obligations of the person surrendering
guardianship with respect to the child.
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Voluntary Surrender
of Guardianship 5
Transitional Planning 5

Before the Court 66

CHILDREN IN
CARE LEGAL
STATUS
On March 31, 2020,
there were a total of
1,131 children and
youth in care of the
Metis CFS Authority’s
two agencies, Metis
Child, Family and
Community Services
Agency and Michif
Child and Family
Services Agency.

Voluntary
Placement 19

Apprehension 24

Temporary
Ward
124

Permanent
Ward
888

CHILDREN
IN CARE
LEGAL
STATUS

AGE GROUPS OF CHILDREN IN CARE (CIC)

AGREEMENTS WITH YOUNG ADULTS (AYA)

(FORMERLY KNOWN AS EXTENSIONS OF CARE)

We have consistently seen a larger number of children coming into
the care of Child Welfare agencies within the age group of 6 – 11
years of age.

An agreement for support services is offered to a youth who
is under a permanent order at the time they turn 18 years
of age and whose further planning meets the criteria below.
These agreements may be renewed up until the age of 21
years. An agreement may be signed between a young adult
and an agency to support the following:

This is an age group that is verbal and more visible outside of their
homes as they come into contact with friends and neighbours,
through school attendance, through recreational activities and
after school programs.

• Educational goals
• Transition to adult services

AGE GROUPS OF CHILDREN IN CARE (0-17)
441

419
395

389 392

• Employment training

425

419 417

244

119

112

224

98

• Treatment programming
•	Other services that will provide an opportunity for the
young adult to achieve safety, success, and better
outcomes, while being supported through culturally
appropriate services.

387

380

276

265

97

• Transition to independent living

214

We are proud to report that we provided extended services
to 92 AYAs this fiscal year. This is a positive statistic as these
are young adults who recognize that they require additional
supports and services to assist in their success and to help
them achieve independence from the care of child and
family services up until the age of 21 years.
(Additional support services are made available to youth
through the agencies’ Metis Spirit and Michif Spirit Programs to
youth who have left agency care.)

81

AGREEMENTS WITH YOUNG ADULTS (AYAs)
2015-2016

1143 CIC

2016-2017

1209 CIC

2017-2018

1177 CIC

2018-2019

1134 CIC

2019-2020

109

1131 CIC

93

85
Infants
0-1 yrs

Pre-school
2-5 yrs

School age
6-11 yrs

88

92

Youth
12-17

2015-2016

2016-2017

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020
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EXCEPTIONAL CIRCUMSTANCES FUNDING/
LEVEL 5 FUNDING
Of the 1131 children in care (CIC) under the Metis Child and Family Services Authority’s agencies,
34 children in care qualify for Exceptional Circumstances Funding; also known as Level 5 Funding.
A child is evaluated on their overall emotional, mental, physical, and behavioural health. The
funding is then based on the individual needs of that child.
Below is the cost breakdown per day of the children in our Métis CFS System who received
Exceptional Circumstance/Level 5 Funding as of March 31, 2020.
These costs account for $4.4 million annually, not including additional costs related to
therapy, medical services and other special needs costs.

COST PER DAY OF CHILDREN IN CARE RECEIVING LEVEL 5 FUNDING
BREAKDOWN

# OF CHILDREN IN CARE

COST PER DAY

# of CICs $100 - $199/Day

9

$ 1,075.95

# of CICs $200 - $299/Day

12

$ 3,170.66

# of CICs $300 - $399/Day

6

$1,942.68

# of CICs $200 - $299/Day

1

$ 268.89

# of CICs $300 - $399/Day

1

$ 361.53

GROUP CARE COSTS

# of CICs $400 - $499/Day

-

# of CICs $500 - $599/Day

-

# of CICs $600 - $699/Day

-

# of CICs $700 - $799/Day

-

# of CICs $800 - $899/Day

1

# of CICs $900 - $999/Day
# of CICs $1000 - $1100/Day
TOTAL

$ 814.40
-

4
34*

$ 4,292.24
$ 11,926.35 /DAY

* In addition, we also have children within our care who exceed these costs and whose care is paid for directly
to Third Party Services by the Province
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ANNUAL REPORT 2019/20 - FINANCIAL REVIEW
With the continued Federal and Provincial focus on Indigenous Child Welfare, the 2019/2020 fiscal year has provided many
challenges and opportunities for the Finance Team.
In February of 2019, the Provincial Government announced system-wide Single-Envelope Funding for Child and Family Services
in Manitoba. This is an extension of the Child Maintenance Block Funding Pilot Project from the 2017/2018 fiscal year, and extends
to the operations funding for the Metis Authority and our agencies. We are working diligently to ensure that Single-Envelope
Funding is a success for our children and families by building on existing and new relationships, focusing on collaboration, the
continuous improvement and integration of our internal financial processes with the new case management system while
ensuring continuity of services.
The new funding arrangement is part of the Province’s Four Pillars of Child Welfare Reform promising flexible funding and
enhanced capabilities to find innovative solutions. This new funding arrangement requires a system-wide shift improving the
timeliness of information exchange and continued strengthening of Child Maintenance processes.
Our Finance Team has taken on these additional demands in stride and continues to work hard to support the variety of changes
resulting from the Child Welfare Reform process, including Single Envelope-Funding and the transition of the Metis Child and
Family System under An Act respecting First Nations, Inuit and Métis children, youth and families (Bill C-92).
Further financial information on the Metis Child and Family Services Authority can be found in our audited financial statements.
2019-20 FINANCIAL REVIEW

2018/2019

2019/2020

Authority Total Operating Revenues

$ 3,771,890

$ 4,222,974

Authority Total Operating Expenditures

$ 3,509,042

$ 3,899,884

$ 262,848

$ 323,090

2019-20 AUTHORITY OPERATIONS

Surplus/(Deficit) from Operations
2019-20 AUTHORITY KEY VARIANCES
Salaries and Benefits

$ 2,812,409

$ 3,005,084

7%

Office and Staff Expenses

$ 370,295

$ 391,803

6%

Agency Education and Training

$ 106,771

$ 89,458

-16%

Board Expenses

$ 71,380

$ 53,158

-26%

Information Technology

$ 38,670

$ 188,479

387%

Metis Child, Family and Community Services

$ 9,855,587

$ 16,916,582

Michif Child and Family Services

$ 5,347,522

$ 7,699,434

$ 40,370,642

$ 39,604,310

446,093

452,703

$ 90.50

$ 87.48

2019-20 AGENCY SINGLE ENVELOPE FUNDING

CHILD MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURES
Child Maintenance Expenditures
Total Days in Care
Average Cost Per Days of Care
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ABOUT OUR COVER

Reid
Hartry
A Quote from Metis
CFS Authority
Elder Advisor, Reid
Hartry:
The sash is a gift
from our Ancestors.
It is the fabric that binds our Métis Nation
together. Like the sash’s weave, our
Nation is strong. As our goal at Métis CFS
is to strengthen our families and to bind
them together, our sash is symbolic of the
very essence or our work with children,
youth and families.

ABOUT THE ARTIST

Nicole
LeClair
This is the sixth year
that Ms. LeClair has
created original
artwork for our
Annual Report.
Born in Winnipeg,
Nicole works in a mix of gouache, oil
and acrylic painting. Her bold florals and
pointillism represent the traditional Métis
art of beading. She cultivates inspiration
through organic shapes and animals.
204-150 Henry Avenue,
Winnipeg, MB R3B 0J7
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